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AUMENTUM TAX
ALL YOU’LL EVER NEED
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AUMENTUM TAX
OUR POWERFULLY COMPREHENSIVE AND
FLEXIBLE TAX BILLING, COLLECTION AND
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION HELPS YOU TO
ACCURATELY AND FAIRLY APPLY PROPERTY
TAXES ACROSS YOUR JURISDICTION

OVER THREE THOUSAND YEARS
WITH OVER THREE THOUSAND PERSON-YEARS OF
COLLECTIVE TAX SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE,
OUR STAFF DEVELOPED THE MOST IN-DEPTH TAX
SOLUTION AVAILABLE TODAY
Easy-to-use and configure, our browser-based Thomson Reuters Aumentum Tax
system gives you a complete range of tax tools including levy management, billing,
collection cashiering, and special assessments. It maintains unlimited tax years
and also automates settlements, balances and roll-overs. And with immediate
access to information and an intuitive user interface, your staff will be able to
provide a higher level of taxpayer service.
IT DOES IT ALL
Part of our government revenue management suite,
Aumentum Tax provides you easy-to-use tools for
handling tax related functions—such as managing
real and personal property taxes, mobile homes,
mineral, motor vehicle and special assessments. It
also provides you with user-defined tax units and
rate tables; tracks property splits, combinations
and transfers, and allows comprehensive searches
and inquiries. Plus, it automates delinquencies, tax
sales, and interest and penalty calculations.

Crucial point-in-time tax
functionality coupled with powerful
analysis capabilities ensures
maximum revenue attainment,
while also promoting taxpayer
education and accountability.

READY WHEN YOU ARE
Developed on the Aumentum iFramework™, a
technology platform built on Microsoft.NET®,
Aumentum Tax is a modifiable and ready-to-install,
off-the-shelf system. It is completely insulated from
technology changes and seamlessly integrated
with the entire Aumentum suite of products. This
seamless integration provides your staff with
the time-saving capabilities of inquiring, data
mining, reporting, and workflow to track a parcel
from creation through valuation, assessment and
taxation.
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AUMENTUM TAX KEY COMPONENTS
Records—provides a single data entry source
delivering time savings and increased data accuracy
to your jurisdiction. It is the core component of every
Aumentum installation. It provides a complete
inventory of the parcels, filings, business revenue or
motor vehicles along with a list of the legal parties
who have an interest in the inventory.
Assessment Administration—is designed to handle
the most complex property assessment rules—it
correctly maintains the property inventory and
valuation data used to determine assessed values
for the assessment roll. These functions include
a calculation engine and triggering of automatic
correction events.
Special Assessments—creates, maintains and
calculates amounts for special assessment
districts and projects. Various methods are utilized
to accommodate different requirements for the
jurisdictions, including amortization of entire
projects over many years.
Levy Management—provides the
calculation engine to compute payment terms,
rate management, tax, charges and revenue
forecasting from taxable values.
Billing Engine—formats and produces property tax
bills, business licenses, motor vehicle documents,
assessment notices and other bills. This includes
flexibility to sort and group bills, include messaging
on the bills based on user-defined flags, plus userdirected mapping to determine how charges and
descriptions will appear on the bills.
Cashiering—provides user and batch
processes to calculate appropriate interest,
penalties and fees and to collect and record
payments in real time; over the counter or
through remote cashiering devices. Cashiering
is fully integrated with the Aumentum Suite, and
can be configured to collect many different
types of revenue.

Accounts Receivable—is the repository for all
charges, payments and credits. It calculates
late payment interest, penalties and fees. It also
provides methods of managing changes and
correcting payments, as well as the ability to
process surplus monies.
Distribution—calculates the tax revenue due to the
taxing authorities for a given time period based on
amounts levied and monies collected. This includes
the ability to calculate withholding commissions
from disbursements to agencies and producing
disbursement records.
Delinquents—determines what bills are delinquent,
automatically calculates additional interest, penalties
and fees and facilitates the creation of notices.
Includes write-off functionality, payment plans and
has a bankruptcy program that allows for creation of
the filing.
Tax Sales—facilitates all the activities leading up
to and including the auction of liens or the auction
of the property itself due to severe delinquency.
Includes maintaining of buyer information and details,
supports local or internet tax sales, redemption of
properties and redemption payouts via ACH, along
with e-mail notification to lienholders or certificate
holders and full support of 1099 processing.
Business Revenue—is a comprehensive, automated
Business Tax solution fully integrated with the
Aumentum suite. This includes Business Tax as well
as Trust Tax or self-reporting taxes. It has a complete
import and discovery/preview tool for accepting
data from external sources. It also integrates with
reporting services, and supports customization of
standard system reports, filings, and extracts utilizing
Aumentum-provided system templates.

AUMENTUM TAX FEATURES
Information Center—The general query interface on
the Information Center is the perfect tool for today’s
“information worker.” It displays revenue objects, tax
bills and data of legal parties. In addition to providing
your office extensive
information regarding
property tax and tax billing
data, it provides your
staff the ability to search
based on many different
attributes including: situs
and mailing addresses,
phone numbers, email
addresses, PIN, owner and
tax bill.

Information Center

System-wide
Integration—Aumentum
Tax allows data to be
collected once, and
automatically populated into other integrated systems
including: property assessment, records management
and E-Government. This increases productivity and
accuracy, while eliminating redundant entries and
duplication errors.
Unlimited Event Log—Through an unlimited event
log and transaction history which chronicles every
transaction and event associated with a specific
property, Aumentum provides your office the ability
to provide fast, accurate
and superior customer
service. Search filters
provide quick access to the
needed information which
includes notes with key
words to augment clarity
of records.

Event Log

High Speed Batch
Remittance—High
speed processing of
batch remittance files
from lenders, individuals
and other institutions increases productivity and
accuracy, as well as the interest accrued from faster
reconciling and deposits of revenues. Reports can be
pre-scheduled to run in an unattended setting—no
longer tying up workstations—and to provide e-mail
notification and delivery when files are complete.

Management Console—Via one central location,
your supervisors can review accurate and continually
refreshed visual data of office and staff activities.
This includes collections in real-time by location,
source, service, and tender details by session for a
selected location or till. This allows supervisors to
make immediate decisions such as leveling workloads
between departments or offices.

Management Console

GIS Integration—The use of Aumentum GeoAnalyst’s
integration with Esri’s ArcGIS® Server increases the
consistency of analytical data. All information can
be overlaid on maps, allowing you to spot trends
by geographic areas, such as delinquencies and
foreclosures. Additionally, this tool can integrate with
outside sources such as census data to create maps
that may aid in making important decisions such as
revenue forecasting.

GIS Integration

Unlimited History—Provide your office with a historical
view of all transactional data, including a year-toyear comparison of collected revenue. This is critical
for spotting various trends and the development of
projections, future planning and providing robust
customer service to constituents who need historical
tax information.

LOWER COST OF OWNERSHIP
BUILT FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Aumentum is a browser-centric application built on our internally developed
iFramework platform utilizing Microsoft.NET technology. It provides fast and
secure access to databases throughout all Aumentum applications—helping
you to easily navigate from screen to screen, interact-in-workflows and run
reports and batch jobs. Aumentum supports robust business features and
facilitates legislative updates while insulating that functionality from
technology updates and changes.
Aumentum has been designed to be highly configurable and adaptable
providing you with a wider range of uniform application features and
benefits—at a lower cost of acquisition and ownership. Aumentum not only
saves you money, but it is easier and faster to deploy, helping to reduce the
time and project management cycle from installation to operation. This time
and cost savings, coupled with Aumentum’s flexible service-oriented
architecture which allows for integration with other government information
management systems, results in reduced risk for you.

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP
Thomson Reuters is the world’s leading source of intelligent information for
governments, businesses, and professionals. Combining industry expertise
with innovative technology, we deliver critical information to leading decision
makers.
Aumentum simplifies the revenue management lifecycle for governments
around the world. Our unique combination of technology enhanced by
experience enables you to optimize revenue generation, support sustainable
growth and improve services to the public.
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